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One day at the farm, Duck had an idea. Duck found a bike and started to ride.
Duck rode past Cow.

Cow thought Duck was silly.
Duck rode past Sheep.

Sheep was worried Duck would get hurt.
Duck rode past Dog.

Dog thought it was a neat trick.
Duck rode past Cat.

Cat thought it was a waste of time.
Duck rode past Horse.

Horse thought he could run faster than the bike.
Duck rode to Chicken.

Duck almost hit Chicken.
Duck rode past Goat.

Goat wanted to eat the bike.
Duck rode past Pig.

Pig thought Duck was a show-off.
Duck rode past Mouse.

Mouse wanted to ride a bike like Duck.
Adapted from the original text, Duck on a Bike, by David Shannon, Scholastic Books, Inc.
A big group of kids rode past Duck.

They parked their bikes by the house.
Adapted from the original text, Duck on a Bike, by David Shannon, Scholastic Books, Inc.
All the animals took a bike. The animals thought Duck had a good idea.
“This is fun!” they all said.

“Good idea, Duck!”
The animals put the bikes back. No one knew that a cow, a sheep, a cat, a horse, a chicken, a goat, a pig, a mouse and a duck rode a bike.
THE END

Adapted from the original text, Duck on a Bike, by David Shannon, Scholastic Books, Inc.